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Abstract: A special class of dynamic problems of continuum mechanics are
transportation problems in which the acting external forces and loads moving
at certain velocities and their shape does not change over time. By this type
of system equations of motion of the medium depends strongly on the Mach
numbers: the ratio of the motion velocity of the transport load to the sound
velocities of propagation of disturbances in the medium , which may be several.

Here two-component medium of M. Biot consisting of solid and �uid com-
ponents is considered under action of subsonic transport loads. This medium
has three sound velocities [1]. It is assumed that the mass forces acting in the
medium, move with c constant velocity along the axis z and represented as
Gi = Gi(x1; x2; z + ct) and motion equations of such medium are

(�+ �)usj;ji+Qufj;ji+�usi;jj +Gsi = c
2(�11usi;33+�12ufi;33 )

Qusi;ji+Rufj;ji+Gfi = c
2(�12usi;33+�22ufi;33 ); (1)

where usi, ufi are the elastic and �uid components of the displacement vector,
Gsi, Gfi are the body forces acting respectively on the solid and �uid compo-
nents, ui;j = @ui=@x

0
j. The constants �; �;Q;R have the dimension of stress,

�11 = (1 �m)�s � �12, �22 = m�f � �12, �s and �f are densities of the elastic
and �uid components, m is the porosity of the medium.

By using the generalized Fourier transformation the fundamental and gen-
eralized solutions have been constructed for (1). The results of the numerical
calculations, illustrating the Green tensor and pictures of vector �elds displace-
ment for solid and �uid components of the medium are presented.

Constructed solutions can be used to investigations the dynamics of the mas-
sif in the neighborhood of underground constructions such as tunnels, transport
pipelines depending on the properties of water saturation of the medium, the
velocity and type of existing transport loads.
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